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#GG-111Wall Hanging, Pillow & Unicorn Headband

Make her fairy tale dreams come true with this Enchanted 
Unicorn pattern collection! The charming wall hanging and  
pillow make the perfect gift ideas and dream décor accents to  
enchant and delight unicorn lovers of all ages. Bonus project includes a magical 
Unicorn Headband to transform your little princess into her favorite unicorn friend. 
A storybook wonderland of fantasy fun!

Materials List
Refer to the cover photo for fabric colors and print styles. Happy sewing!

Wall Hanging (Approx. 22 ½" X 22 ½")

14" X 14" fabric square (for background)

 Sixteen 5" X 5" assorted fabric squares (for border) 
tip: Look for the smaller bundles of charm packs to save cutting time.
¼ yard fabric (for binding)  
Approx. 27" X 27" fabric square (for backing)  

 Fabric remnants/scraps (for appliqué design pieces)
tip: For added dimension and texture, use wool felt (or glitter felt) for the unicorn as shown in 
the cover photo.
Lightweight paper-backed fusible web
Approx. 27" X 27" square of quilt batting

Pillow (14" X 14")

Two 15" X 15" fabric squares

 Fabric remnants/scraps (for appliqué design pieces)
tip: For added dimension and texture, use wool felt (or glitter felt) for the unicorn as shown in 
the cover photo.
Lightweight paper-backed fusible web
Polyester fiberfill or a 14" square pillow form

See inside for a complete Materials List including additional supplies and embellishments for 
the wall hanging and pillow and the materials needed for the Unicorn Headband.
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Make her dreams come true…
with the enchanting Gifts ’n Giggles pattern collection. 

Collect them all and let the magic begin!

For more storybook magic visit…www.sweetchicdesign.com

More girly fun…
A Unicorn Party!

Enchant her with these magical party ideas!
         Little princesses love unicorn parties! Look for unicorn and fairy tale themed party supplies and 

decorations in soft pastels. Add to the storybook enchantment with images of princess castles, 
unicorns, butterflies and rainbows cut from posters (or make your own fantasy decorations using 
posterboard or construction paper). Suspend shimmering layers of white tulle from the ceiling 
for clouds and colorful streamers for a magical rainbow. Hang sparkly nylon butterflies and 
glittery silver stars from the ceiling, windows and doorways. Enhance the fairy tale fantasy with 
background music featuring soothing nature sounds. Decorate an archway for the little unicorns to 
enter the magical forest where they are crowned with a Unicorn Headband (see Bonus Project).  

          Delight the little princesses with a Unicorn Treasure Hunt. Leave clues around the party area that 
relate to the unicorn (or fairy tale) theme such as a paper unicorn horn, a cluster of yarn for the 
mane, a princess wand, magic unicorn dust or some unicorn treasure (chocolate coins). Each clue 
includes a note that leads to the next clue until they find their magical goodie bags filled with fun 
favors and sweet surprises. Be sure to include a special note from the unicorn inside the favor bag! 

          As a fun craft activity and dress-up party favor, use the larger horn template for the Unicorn 
Headband (see two sizes on Pattern Sheet) to make paper versions out of white or pink 
posterboard. Staple an elastic strap at the bottom. Little princesses can decorate the unicorn horns 
with glitter glue, sparkly sequins and jewels, marabou, ribbons and other girly trims.

Sweet Surprises... yummy party treats and favors!
          Unicorn Horn Cupcakes: Sugar cones make tasty unicorn horn treats! Melt some white candy 

coating (or Candy Melts). Cover the cones with the melted candy then decorate with sugar 
sprinkles (magic unicorn dust), assorted candies and decorator's frosting. Freeze until firm. Frost 
some cupcakes, then place the decorated unicorn horn cones on top. 

          Magic Unicorn Feed: This yummy snack mix is what gives the little unicorns their magic powers! 
In a mixing bowl, mix up some fun party treats such as caramel popcorn, jelly beans, M&M's, mini 
marshmallows and edible magic wands (pretzel sticks dipped in white chocolate or candy coating). 
Pour the snack mix into paper unicorn horns (use larger template on Pattern Sheet) or waffle cones 
(edible unicorn horns). These treats make fun favors when individually packaged in cellophane 
bags and accented with colorful curling ribbon and a “Magic Unicorn Feed” gift tag.

          rainbow pudding parfaits: Use food coloring and several packages of vanilla pudding mix 
to whip up a rainbow of pudding colors. Layer the different colors of pudding into fancy plastic 
parfait glasses topped with a yummy “cloud” of whipped topping. For a magical touch, garnish the 
tasty treat with a chocolate coin (unicorn treasure) or candy sprinkles (magic unicorn dust). 
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